Abstract
Introduction
Subdivision surfaces have become increasingly popular due to their ability to bridge the gap between polygonal meshes and higher-order surfaces. Since they are constructed by repeated refinement of triangle meshes up to an arbitrarily close approximation to their smooth limit surface, they also provide an effective means to control accuracy and efficiency of display in a systematic manner. Since a subdivision surface is always smooth in the limit, an overly complex control mesh can often be drastically simplified with only minor changes to the look of the surface.
In this paper, we introduce a simplification error metric with respect to a Loop limit surface, based on the quadric error metric (QEM) method [7] , to simplify the control mesh of a Loop surface. We also include the possibility to control the smoothness and well-shapedness of the triangles at a given target triangle count. With a single parameter, the user can adjust the simplification of the subdivision surface for accurate reproduction of surface features, or for a smoother representation. This is useful to produce visually more pleasing results or enable further processing such as re-sampling for displacement computation.
Related Work
Subdivision surfaces combine the easy handling of meshes with the well-defined properties of a parametric surface. Defined over an initial control mesh, an arbitrarily close approximation to a smooth limit surface can be generated by repeatedly refining the mesh using simple rules. Many subdivision schemes are inspired by splines, and generalize to spline curves and surfaces: Catmull and Clark described a generalization of bicubic tensor product B-splines [2] , and the Doo-Sabin scheme generalizes to biquadratic tensor product B-splines [5] . The Loop scheme [14] is based on the three-directional box spline. Many other schemes were proposed until today, among these the extensions of the Loop scheme [1, 9] , the Butterfly scheme [6] , and variational schemes [12] .
Mesh decimation reduces the complexity of a given input mesh by removal of detail information, i.e. vertices and triangles. Some typical areas of application are oversampled scan data, over-tessellated surfaces, level-of-detail rendering, and progressive transmission. The problem of mesh decimation is well understood and extensive literature exists on the subject [3, 4, 7, 8, 13, 15] . Modifications of the quadric error metric [7] in the context of subdivision surface fitting have been proposed. To reconstruct a B-Spline surface from a triangle mesh, the metric has been adapted to the Doo-Sabin scheme [16] . In [11] , a triangle mesh is gradually converted to a Loop control mesh while simultaneously simplifying it.
QEM for Loop surfaces

Notation
In the following, mesh vertices, edges, and triangles will be identified by an index, usually Ú, and Ø, respectively.
The mesh position of a vertex Ú is written as Ô Ú , or just as Ô, ´Úµ returns the set of vertices directly connected to Ú by an edge, and Ú Ð´Úµ returns the size of this set.
QEM-based mesh simplification
The QEM method was originally defined for simplification of triangle meshes. Each vertex of the original mesh sits at the intersection of the planes of its adjacent triangles, which amounts to a summed distance of zero to all these The value of ´Ô ÙÚ µ represents the estimated surface approximation error, and is used to rank this collapse operation. In the main loop of the algorithm, when the current "best collapse" is read from the queue and carried out, the new vertex position is set to the optimal position, and the potential collapses along the changed edges are reevaluated. Due to the simple and fast evaluation of the error metric, QEM simplification is very fast, and produces generally pleasing results.
Setup for Loop surface simplification
The original QEM error metric can be adapted for use with a subdivision control mesh. A quadric does now not measure the distance of a vertex to the mesh surface itself, but the distance to the limit surface Ë defined by the Loop scheme on the mesh.
We thus define the initial quadric of a control vertex Ú through an approximation of the limit surface around that vertex, whose triangles are used to set up the plane equations. First, we subdivide the control mesh Å once to obtain the subdivided mesh Å × . We then project the vertices Ô Ú to their limit positions Ô Ú ½ . To set up the initial quadric 
Distance metric
The error quadric that has been defined in the previous section can be used to compute the surface difference after an edge collapse. For the vertex Ú after the edge collapse depicted in Figure 2 , a distance value Ú , representing the deviation of the limit position of control vertex Ú from its original position, is computed: If Ú is on a boundary, then the limit position is evaluated using the two neighboring boundary vertices Ù and Û. Ú is set to ¾ ¿, and Õ Ú ½ ´Ô Ù · Ô Û µ. By expressing the linear combination as a matrix
this can be expressed more concisely as
Since the change of a vertex on the control mesh influences its two-neighbor region according to the support of the Loop scheme, we take into account not only the center vertex Ú but also its neighbor vertices to measure the distance difference, as shown in Figure 2 right. Matrices Ì Û are computed for the vertices Û ¾ ´Úµ:
Finally, the distance error metric is defined as
Smoothness metric
When we use the quadric error metric as derived above, it shows that the surface resulting from simplification will in some cases result in very sharply preserved features on an otherwise smooth surface. Hence, we suggest a simple but reasonable measure for smoothness similar to [10] . Essentially, we compute the new position for a collapsed vertex by a weighted average of its optimum limit position as 
Simplification Algorithm
We define the final error quadric É × Ú by combining Equations 1 and 2 :
where AE ¾ ¼ ½ is a smoothing parameter that blends the contributions of the two quadrics. This parameter influences the surface smoothness as shown in Figure 3 . With the new error quadric, our Loop surface simplification is carried out as follows:
Initialization: Quadrics are computed as approximations of the limit surface, by subdividing and projecting the control mesh to its limit position.
Priority evaluation: For every edge in the mesh, the error that results from collapsing this edge into a vertex Ú is calculated according to É × Ú , and the priority queue is built.
Update: Due to the support of the Loop subdivision scheme, we update the priority for all edges in the twoneighborhood of a vertex after the collapse of an edge on top of the queue (cf. Figure 2) . Figure 3 compares the results obtained with our algorithm using different blending parameters to simplification of the control mesh with the original QEM algorithm. All control meshes were simplified from 134345 vertices down to 2000 vertices. Surface features are well preserved on the leftmost image even on a smooth subdivision surface by our error metric. The middle left and middle right images show a smoother result while some features are still preserved better in comparison to the rightmost image, which was created using the original QEM algorithm. Figure 4 shows the difference between standard simplification of a control mesh versus using our metric. The left image shows a subdivision surface created from a complex control mesh with 5600 vertices. The surface resulting from simplification to 150 vertices using our method is displayed in the center image. The right image shows the result from simplification to the same number of vertices using the original QEM method. Clearly, our method preserves the details of the limit surface much better at a given target vertex count.
Results and Conclusion
We have presented a quadric error metric for simplifying Loop surfaces, in combination with a parameter that allows the user to control surface smoothness by a scalar parameter. For future work, we plan to make use of the smoothness parameter for generation of domain surfaces for displaced subdivision surfaces, and integrate other functionals into the error metric, i.e. curvature, surface normals, etc.
